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During it was performed live as a simple organ instrumental, accompanied by spoken-word samples from the
Bible and snippets of speeches by Malcolm Muggeridge , a British writer known for his conservative religious
views. When the band came to record Dark Side in , the lead instrument had been switched to a piano. Various
sound effects were tried over the track, including recordings of NASA astronauts communicating on space
missions, but none were satisfactory. Finally, a couple of weeks before the album was due to be finished, the
band thought of having a female singer "wail" over the music. Parsons had previously worked with Torry, and
had liked her voice on a Top of The Pops covers album. At first, Torry struggled to define what the band
wanted, but then she was inspired to pretend that she herself was an instrument. David Gilmour asked for a
third take, but halfway through Torry stopped, feeling she was getting repetitive and had already done the best
she could. The final album track was assembled from all three takes. Great Gig in the Sky? It was just me
playing in the studio, playing some chords, and probably Dave or Roger saying "Hmmâ€¦ that sounds nice.
Maybe we could use that for this part of the album. So then I wrote the music for that, and then there was a
middle bit, with Clare Torry singing, that fantastic voice. We wanted something for that bit, and she came in
and sang on it. It was something that Rick had already written. And Alan [Parsons] suggested Clare Torry.
When the situation came up, they started head-scratching, saying, "Who are we going to get to sing on this?
She had to be told not to sing any words: But there was no real direction â€” she just had to feel it. We wanted
to put a girl on there, screaming orgasmically. Alan had worked with her previously, so we gave her try. And
she was fantastic. We had to encourage her a little bit. We gave her some dynamic hints: And all this time, I
was getting more familiar with the backing track. Alan Parsons got a lovely sound on my voice: When I closed
my eyes â€” which I always did â€” it was just all-enveloping; a lovely vocal sound, which for a singer, is
always inspirational. Wright further mentions that when she finished, she was apologetic about her
performance even though those present were amazed at her improvisation. In , prior to a hearing in the High
Court , an out-of-court settlement was reached. Although the terms of the settlement were not disclosed, [12]
all pressings after list the composition to Richard Wright and Clare Torry. Pink Floyd â€” The Making of The
Dark Side of the Moon, it is pointed out that during the recording of the album, in which death and life had
been a consistent theme, the members of the band went around asking questions and recording responses by
the folks working inside Abbey Road. Among the questions, they were asked "Are you afraid of dying? Why
should I be frightened of dying? In its final version, "The Great Gig in the Sky" was performed live from â€”,
and from â€” Starting in , additional touring keyboardist Jon Carin took over the Hammond parts. Up to three
singers performed the vocals, each taking different parts of the song. On the â€”75 tour, vocal duties were
handled by Venetta Fields and Carlena Williams, both former members of The Blackberries. The band was not
involved in this version, but Clare Torry again did the vocal with Neil Conti on drums and Lati Kronlund on
bass. He remade it for them. Phish does a live cover on track 6 of disc 3 of Live Phish Vol. The progressive
metal band Dream Theater performs this song in their "Official Bootlegs: Covers" series, with Theresa
Thomason taking over vocal duties. The Bluecoats Drum and Bugle Corps , from Canton, Ohio , played an
arrangement of the song with multiple trumpets performing the vocal part for their Drum Corps International
world championship winning show "Down Side Up.
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Pink Floyd's ethereal song from the epic Dark Side Of The Moon album. No copyright infringement intended.

His company also restores and locates specific instruments for distinguished clients throughout the USA, Asia
and Europe. He buys intelligently after thorough research and gets top dollar for what he sells. People find him
trustworthy. But he also takes the time to teach his clients important details about his violins and gives them
musical and historic context. David Brewer is a "Big Voice" on behalf of classical music and the finest
treasures of music history. In this Big Sky Voices, hosts Ben Boothe and Victor Wuamett were impressed with
his in-depth knowledge of fine violins, his scope of facts around the world and his determination to conduct
ethical and honest valuations of valuable and historic instruments. He has to know the history of these
instruments to evaluate their value. So working with him is a multifaceted bonus. Ben and Victor actually got
to play it well we plunked the strings. So the hosts of BigSkyVoices can say we have played an original violin
hand built by Stradivari almost years ago. It is remarkable that these violins were made between to AD and
still have a sound superior to most instruments on earth. You must hear the knowledge and information David
shared about music, fine violins, outstanding stringed instruments and bows, combined with his insights. Plus,
we learned that David Brewer has the ability to provide top performers of music for quality movie productions
and background music scores. This is a significant man, David Brewer. Worth area, he a top notch performer
in his own right. He has created an international network of trusted clients. And clients who trust him. But his
personal interest and historic contributions to each client is a bonus for those who have the pleasure to deal
with him. What a unique life and service he performs to the music world of our time. Contact David Brewer
Fine Violins at We were delighted to do this program to inform the public and enhance public knowledge
about classical and historic music. Share this video and article with those interested in fine violins and other
top quality instruments of this world, for an interesting discussion of history and the quality and artistic impact
of these "best instruments in the world. Boothe, All rights reserved. Boothe and Associates, LLC.
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The Great Gig In the Sky digital sheet music. Contains printable sheet music plus an interactive, downloadable digital
sheet music file. Contains printable sheet music plus an interactive, downloadable digital sheet music file.

Chapter 5 : David Brewer and Stradivarius Violins on Big Sky Voices
This Lady Killer has big emotions, big heart and, most importantly, a big voice. On retro soul showcases like "F*ck You,"
"Fool For You" (with Earth, Wind & Fire's Philip Bailey) and "Wildflower," he delivers a kind of full-bodied pop
performance rarely heard among today's male singers, with their carefully modulated and often Auto-Tuned voices.
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Laswagga's big list of voice in the sky's quot "Every battle is a struggle between the two opposing swords" Love that
quote Big Voice in the sky FTW.
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Voice of the Wetlands All-Stars, Tab Benoit - guitar, drums, George Porter Jr. - bass, Anders Osborne - slide guitar,
Johnny Sansone - harmonica, Waylon Thibodeaux - fiddle & Big Chief Monk Boudreaux - percussion.
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The drum fills and cymbals also gain a shimmer, liveliness, and immediacy that, for me, were all the encouragement I
needed to start playing air drums along with Nigel Olsson. Totem's Sky is proof that high-performance audio happens in
all sizes, shapes, and segments.
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"The Great Gig in the Sky" is the fifth track on The Dark Side of the Moon, the album by the English progressive rock
band Pink Floyd. The song features music by Richard Wright and non-lexical vocals by Clare Torry.
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